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ABSTRACT

This thesis presents data on internally and externally received doses for

radiation workers whose records are kept at the Safety Office of the

University of Surrey for the period 1981-1990. The distribution of doses by

range is presented and analysed. The patterns of the collective equivalent

dose (CED) and the average individual equivalent dose (IED) over the 10-

year period are presented. The annual CED is very low, so that even the

total for the 10-year period is less than 1 man-Sv. Likewise, the annual

average IED is extremely low, well below the average annual dose to the

U.K. population from overall sources of ionising radiation.

Some relevant aspects of the 1990 ICRP Recommendations are examined

and the impact of these to the 'practices' and sources of ionising radiation in

the University is given consideration.

The results of the 10-year review provide more evidence of over

designation of radiation workers in the University. A recommendation is

made to reduce the number of workers who are routinely monitored and

justification and options are presented.

This study is viewed as a useful database which could be of particular

importance in the procedure of optimisation of radiation protection in the

University of Surrey and U.K. establishments for higher education as a

whole.
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SECTION 1

RATIONALE

With the 1990 Recommendations of the International Commission on

Radiological Protection (ICRP), the need to assess radiation protection

policies and programmes becomes more timely. Personal monitoring results

of radiation workers kept over the years could be the best indicators of

failure and success of such policies and programmes. Although, «t has been

showed in a previous review [Harris, 1981] that radiation workers in

universities incurred extremely low doses, probably due to the relatively

small amounts of radioactive materials being handled and strict adherence

to correct working conditions and practices, it is still viewed as appropriate to

determine exposure trends and to make periodic re-assessments as an aid

to directing radiation protection effort and expenditure.

Following publication of the 1990 ICRP recommendations there will be a

series of amendments of existing ionising laws and regulations by local and

international authorities. For example, the International Atomic Energy

Agency (IAEA) in collaboration with the Nuclear Energy Agency of

Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD), World

Health Organisation, International Labor Organisation, and Food and

Agriculture Organisation will revise the Basic Safety Standard, for its

members states. In the case of the U.K., the Health and Safety Executive

may revise the Ionising Radiation Regulations of 1985, following the

Euratom Directive which the Commission of European Communities (CEC)

is currently redrafting [Webb,1991]. An optimistic guess for the ICRP



recommendations to become incorporated into international and local

regulations is 1996, and could take even longer for local regulations.

Meanwhile, the familiarisation, especially the highlights of the ICRP

recommendations and its implications on internal radiation protection

practices will be given attention. It is expected though, that codes of practice

and guidance notes will be issued by relevant authorities. To quote ICRP,

All the organisations concerned with
radiological protection should have a duty to
verify their compliance with their own objectives
and procedures... Management should
establish a system for reviewing its
organisational structures and its procedures, a
function analogous to financial auditing.

1991, p. 62

Various establishments, large and small, involved in the use and handling

sources of ionising radiation conduct on a regular basis a survey of the

collective and individual dose patterns of workers occupationally exposed to

ionising radiation. These do not preclude the study of radiation exposures to

population groups [UNSCEAR.1988; Hughes, 1989]. Some of these

reviews are mentioned below.

The National Radiological Protection Board (NRPB) which provides

personal monitoring services on a national scale to users of ionising

radiation, conducts periodic reviews of occupational exposures incurred by

radiation workers [Kendall, G. 1988]. The striking observation about the

NRPB review was that the average dose for classified radiation workers was

low. For example in 1986, only 168 (1.8%) out of the 9,400 monitored

individuals incurred doses in excess of 5mSv. Among the occupational

groups considered, the industrial radiographers received the highest doses,

an observation which has been made by earlier studies of exposures to U.K.



radiation workers [Duggan,1969; Kendall,1982]. These reviews also

pointed out the over designation of radiation workers, hence over use of

personal badges. However, the data used in these reviews were from a

single set of population of radiation workers who, in the main, were not

employed in the nuclear industry.

On the other hand, the Personnel Radiation Dosimetry Service operated by

the Regional Department of Medical Physics and Bioengineering based at

the Christie Hospital, Manchester, routinely monitors the radiation workers of

the National Health Service(NHS) in the North-Western Regional Health

Authority. The doses of about 2,000 NHS workers exposed occupational^

to ionising radiation in the Region were reviewed and the results

demonstrated extremely low level of whole-body occupational doses; only

four (0.2%) exceeded the 15 mSv whole body classification level [Pratt,

1989]. This review was undertaken to ascertain any person needed to be

designated as a classified person, to demonstrate compliance with the

Ionising Radiation Regulations of 1985 regarding non-classified staff

working in classified areas, and to identify any areas where change in work

load pattern, equipment or techniques have led to increase in whole-body or

individual organ doses.

It is worthwhile mentioning that periodic studies on radiation doses resulting

from the transport of radioactive materials have been performed by NRPB

staff [Shaw,1989]. The results of the studies showed average annual

radiation doses of transport crews and passengers to be less than the

average annual dose from natural radiation on land and whilst on flight.

Periodic review is relevant as changes in handling procedures and



increasing movements, may lead to increase in doses from radioactive

cargoes.

In order to assist in the determination that doses to individuals are

maintained at the lowest level reasonably achievable, the Department of

Energy (DOE), U.S.A., conducts annual review of occupational radiation

doses of all DOE/DOE Contractor employees and visitors [DOE.1989], which

in 1987 totals 143,577 monitored individuals. The 1965-1987 summary of

collective dose equivalent showed a general downward trend for employees

who received dose equivalent greater than 10 mSv (1 rem). The decrease

in collective dose was viewed as a reflection of both the changes in the

nature of work performed at the DOE facilities and the required application of

ALARA practices throughout all DOE operations, especially work performed

in older nuclear facilities which were not constructed using current design

criteria.

Collective and individual dose trends of PWR (Pressurised Water Reactor)

[Hills, 1987; Burholt,1990] and LWR (Light Water Reactor) [Wood, 1987]

operators in 11 countries have also been reviewed regularly. These reviews

were propelled by worldwide commitment to reduce occupational radiation

exposure, prompted by among other things, the requirement to keep all

exposures ALARA and the need to meet increasingly more stringent

regulatory requirements for individual dose limitation. According to these

reviews, the dose trends showed to be consistently decreasing, in general,

with relatively higher doses occurring in older nuclear power plants than in

modern plants. Means of reducing occupational exposures in PWRs and

LWRs were also discussed in these reviews.



In the University of Surrey, there are about 210 radiation workers, composed

of members of the staff and post-graduates students who completed the

lonising-Radiation Personnel Registration Forms from the Safety Office for

the period 1990-1991. This number constitutes about 0.12% of the total

160,000 [Hughes,1989] routinely monitored radiation workers in the U.K.,

and about 4 % of the University's 1989-1990 population of 5589, including

staff and students [Annual Report, 1989-1990].

The 10-year review of the doses incurred by the radiation workers in the

University is deemed appropriate and relevant for the following reasons:

1. previous reviews on exposures of radiation workers in

the University were undertaken ten years ago [Harris,1981;

Stonell.1981];

2. a 10-year trend of collective and individual doses will

provide sufficient data base and sound picture of the

radiological impact of the varoius practices involving

ionising radiation, which in turn will provide a more solid

basis for future management decision in terms of ALARA

and optimisation objectives;

3. the results of the review could be used as basis for

possible regulatory exemptions of certain practices, if not,

less stringent regulations;

4. the impact of the 1990 ICRP recommendations on the



existing practices in the University; and

5. the study provides an avenue of awareness in current

strategies and trends in reducing occupational exposures

which compiements with the activities performed in the

MSc course in radiation and environmental protection.



SECTION 2

HISTORY OF DOSE LIMITS

All things change with time, and so do dose limits. However, changes in

dose limits do not involve time alone but lives of people who knowingly

and unknowingly became victims of ionising radiation.

Thus, in 1936, the German Roentgen Society erected a monument in

Hamburg in memory of the 'martyrs' of ionising radiation.

The names of 169 victims were inscribed in
stone. Over the next 30 years ..., the memorial
was expanded to accomodate several hundred
more names.

Caufield, 1989. p.21

Thousand more names probably would be added to the memorial as more

groupsof population are instrumental in the present system of dose

limitation. Then, it could be said that radiation workers of today are better off

because dose limits are now based on certainty; after ninety-six years of

experience with radiation from its discovery in 1895, plus ample amounts of

scientific data about its biological effects and risks in man.

The early useful application of ionising radiation was in medicine; diagnosis

first, therapy later. This explains why the first victims of ionising radiation

were physicians.specifically, radiologists and their patients. But it was only

in the 1920s, when the second wave of deaths occurred among the pioneer

radiologists, that it was realised that the effects of accute and chronic

exposure could take decades to reveal themselves. This realisation moved



medical and radiological societies in many countries to publish safety

recommendations and urging their members to oberve them. There were no

internationally-agreed safety guidelines until the International Congress of

Radiology, a consortium of radiological groups from many countries, in its

second meeting in 1928, in Stockholm, established the International

Commission on Radiological Protection (ICRP) [Caufield, 1989].

The most immediate observable effect of radiation is a skin burn known as

erythema, and it was on this that the first dose limits were based. The

amount of radiation required to start turning skin red and inflammed was

known as an erythema dose (ED). Larger or smaller amounts of radiation

were expressed as fractions or mutiples of an erythema dose. Within the

1930s, the erythema dose was the most popular measure of radiation.

In 1924, Arthur Mutscheller, a physicist employed by a manufacturer of X-ray

equipment, decided to try to discover how much radiation humans could

tolerate. He proposed 0.01 of an erythema dose as an acceptable dose.

In 1925, Ralf Sievert of Sweden estimated that people were exposed to

between 0.01 and 0.00001 of an erythema dose from naturally occuring

radiation each year. He decided without conducting experiments or

collecting scientific evidence, that humans could tolerate 0.1 of an erythema

dose per year without harm, a figure very close to Mutscheller's.

The accepted figure then, for one erythema dose was 550 roentgen which

was rounded to 600 roentgen, which meant that 0.01 of an ED was from 5.5

roentgen to 6 roentgen.
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Based on Mutscheller and Sievert's works, the ICRP in 1934 set the first

internationally accepted dose limits. During the past five decades, the dose

limits recommended by the ICRP have changed considerably as shown in

Table 1. The annual limits for occupational exposure of the whole body, for

example, was reduced by a factor of about 3 between 1934 and 1950, by a

factor of 3, to the equivalent of 50 mSv, by 1958, and by a further factor of

almost 3 by 1991.

It was in 1950 that the ICRP extended its scope of general guidance to

accommodate the more widespread use of radiation sources in the field of

nuclear technology, while maintaining its traditional contact with medical

radiology and the medical profession, in general.

In early ICRP recommendations the expression tolerance dose was used to

describe the acceptable level of exposure to radiation. The term tolerance

dose has an unfortunate connotation that of implying a threshold dose

below which no radiation damage would occur. However, it was recognised

later that there were other effects of radiation exposure, notably hereditary

effects arid the induction of cancer, that showed no observable threshold.

The term tolerance dose, then was replaced by maximum permissible dose

(MPD). The MPD was 50 mSv (5 rem)/year with emphasis that exposures

be reduced to the lowest possible level. This remained in effect from 1956

until 1977 when the ICRP recommended a more comprehensive system of

dose limitation and ceased to use the term maximum permissible dose. On

the basis that there is no observable threshold for radiation effects, the ICRP

system of dose limitation now contains, as one of its major components, the

concep of keeping "all doses as low a can reasonably be achieved



achieved, economic and social factors being taken into account". This

concept evolves as follows [ICRP, 1989]:

1955 ... in view of the incomplete evidence on
which the values (dose limits) are based,
coupled with the knowledge that certain
radiation effects are irreversible and
cumulative, it is strongly recommended that
every effort be made to reduce exposure to all
types of ionising radiation to the lowest
possible level.

1959, ICRP Publication 1, ... all doses be kept
as low as practicable and that any
unnecessary exposure be avoided.

1965, ICRP Publication 9, ... any unnecessary
exposure be avoided and that all doses be
kept as low as readily achievable, economic
and social cosiderations being taken into
account.

1973, ICRP Publication 22 ... any unnecessary
exposure be avoided and that all doses be
kept as low as reasonably achievable,
economic and social cosiderations being taken
into account.

1977, ICRP Publication 22 ... all exposures
should be kept as low as reasonab !y
achievable, economic and social factors taken
into account.

p. 2

It is clear that the emphasis now is on ensuring that all exposures are kept

as low as reasonably achievable with the dose equivalent limit as a "final

backstop" [ Martin, 1989]. The principle is often referred to simply as

optimisation of protection or as the synonymous acronym ALARA.

10



Table 2.1. History of Occupational Dose Limits

Dose Rate Date
Recommended

Comments

0.1 of an erythema dose per year 1925 Proposed by A. Mutscheller

and R.M. Sievert.

0.2 R/day or 1 R per

working week

150 mSv (15 rem)/year, or

approximately 3 mSv (0.3 rem)/week

1934

1950

Recommended by ICRP

Recommended by ICRP

50 mSv (5 rem)/year, or approximately

1 mSv (0.1 rem)/week

All exposures to be kept as low as

reasonably achievable; dose

equivalent limit 50 mSv (5 rem)/year

1956

1977

Recommended by ICRP

Recommended by ICRP

All exposures to be kept as low as

reasonably achievable; effective

dose limit 20 mSv/year, averaged

over defined periods of 5 years,

with further provision that the effective

dose should not exceed 50 mSv in

any single year

1991 Recommended by ICRP

[ Martin, 1989; ICRP, 1991]
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The ALARA concept may be seen as straightforward but the practical

implementation may not be and involves value judgments. Hence, various

seminars have been organised with objectives of establishing

methodologies in quantifying the concept and developing techniques for its

practical implementation. Some of these seminars like the Scientific

European Seminars, organised by the Commission on European

Communities (CEC) tackled some of the problems about ALARA during the

1979 and the latest, 1988 seminars [Saunders and Croft, 1989]. It is viewed

that there is still much to be done and understood about the practical

implementation of the ALARA concept; there is still remaining controversial

issue of assigning monetary value to human life; and the acceptability of

radiation risks and how much a society is willing to pay per unit of collective

dose eliminated [Lindell, 1989]. ICRP Publication 55 on 'Optimisation and

Decision-Making provides a detailed interpretation of optimisation of

protection or ALARA [ICRP, 1989].

Further changes in the 1977 ICRP recommendations were anticipated in the

light of the results of a definitive study of the new calculations of doses

allowing, for amongst other things, the relative humidity in the air which

reduced neutron doses, coupled with the longer follow-up time to 1985 of

the survivors of the atomic bombs at Hiroshima and Nagasaki, which has

raised the risk estimate for the exposed population approximately twofold. It

was on this report that the NRPB director, Dr. R. H. Clarke, advised the UK

government departments and agencies concerned to consider the

implications for dose limits of this change in risk factors. The risk associated

with continuous exposure at the occupational dose limit of 50 mSv per year

was 1 in 2,000 per year and with recent risk estimate increased to about 1 in

12



700 per year. Hence, Dr. Clarke recommended that for the most exposed

group of workers, individual exposures be so controlled as not to exceed an

average dose of 15 mSv per year - a risk of 1 in 2,000 per year for

continuous exposure, the same maximum risk as previously and

corresponds to the "investigational level" in the Ionising Radiation

Regulations (IRR) of 1985 [Clarke, 1988].

On the other hand, the chairman of the Pollution Advisory Committe, Friends

of the Earth, Ltd., R. RusseSI Jones, recommended that the 50 mSv limit

should be reduced to 10 mSv, and that the ALARA should aim to keep actual

doses below 2 mSv with emphasis on lowering as well the dose limits for the

public to 0.2 mSv per year. He called for an urgent revision of the IRR of

1985 [Jones, 1989].

The MSc dissertation of Neil Heritage (1988) entitled 'A study of the Dose

Limits Relating to External Exposure' provides a good deal of discussion

about dose limits, radiation and risks. Heritage went on to conclude that

necessity for a reduction in dose limits is seen
... and that ICRP can answer many of the
criticisms against it by introducing the full
reduction; if not, it may lose the respect of many
throughout the world ...

Heritage, 1988

The dose limits can only become legal and enforceable when incorporated

into the laws of a certain country. As it is, the dose limits as set by the ICRP

remain as recommendations.

13



SECTION 3

THE HIGHLIGHTS OF THE 1990 1CRP RECOMMENDATIONS
[Clarke, 1991; ICRP, 1991]

3.1 Quantities Used in Radiological Protection

There were changes in names of dosimetric quantities introduced in the

1990 ICRP Recommendations to signify some changes in the definition of

these quantities. These quantities are described below.

The fundamental dosimetric quantity in radiological protection is the mean

absorbed dose in a tissue or organ, DT. This is the energy absorbed per

unit mass and its unit is joule per kilogram, which is given the special name

gray (Gy).

The equivalent dose, HT, is the absorbed dose over a tissue or organ and

weighted for the radiation quality that is of interest. The weighting factor for

this purpose is called the radiation weighting factor, WR, and is selected

for the type and energy of the radiation incident on the body or, in the case of

sources within the body, emitted by the source. Previously, the term

equivalent dose was referred to as dose equivalent, H, the weighted

absorbed dose at a point using the quality factor, Q. The change in name

serves to indicate the change from quality factor, Q, to radiation weighting

factor, WR The equivalent dose in tissue, T, is given by the expression

HT = I WR DT,R
R

where DT.R is the absorbed dose averaged over the tissue or organ T, due to

14



radiation R. The unit of equivalent dose is the joule per kilogram with the

special name sievert (Sv). The values of the radiation weighting factor, WR,

are shown in Table 3.1.

The effective dose, E, is the sum of the weighted equivalent dose in all

the tissues and organs of the body. It is given by the expression

E= I W T HT
T

where HT is the equivalent dose in tissue or organ T and WT is the

weighting factor for the tissue T. The values of the tissue weighting

factors are shown in Table 3. The effective dose can also be expressed as

the sum of the doubly weighted absorbed dose in all the tissues and organs.

The introduction of the name effective dose is associated with the change to

equivalent dose, but has no connection with changes in the number or

magnitude of the tissue weighting factors. The unit is the joule per kilogram

with the special name sievert (Sv).

The subsidiary dosimetric quantities are as follows:

The committed equivalent dose, HT, (t)Awhere x is the integration time

(in years) following the intake. If t is not specified , it is implied that the value

is 50 years for adults and from intake to age 70 years for children. By

extension, the committed effective dose, E (x), is similarly defined.

The collective equivalent dose, ST, is a quantity which takes into

account the number of people exposed to a source. It is the product of the

average dose to the exposed group or population and the number of

individuals in the group or population. When it relates to a specified tissue

or organ of a group or population, it is called the collective effective

15
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dose, S . The unit of these collective quantities is the man-sievert.

In the succeeding sections, the new names for dosimetric quantities are
used.
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Table 3.1. Radiation Weighting Factors

Type and energy range Radiation weighting factor, WH

Photons, aleneigies 1
Electrons and muons, all energies 1
Neutrons, energy <10 keV 5

10keVto100keV 10
>100keVto2MeV , 20
>2MeVto20MeV 10
>20MeV 5

Protons, other than recoil protons, energy > 2 MeV 5
Alpha particles, fisston fragments, heavy nuclei 20

Table 3.2 Tissue Weighting Factors

Tissue or Organ Tissue weighting factor, WT

Gonads 020
Bone marrow (red) 0.12
Cobn 0.12
Lung 0.12
Stomach 0.12
Bladder 0.05
Breast 0.05
Liver 0.05

Oesophhagus 0.05
Thyroid 0.05
Skin 0.01
Bone Surface 0.01
Remainder 0.05

17



3.2 The Conceptual Framework of Radiological Protection

3.2.1 The system of protection in practices

The system of protection for proposed and continuing practices involving

ionising radiation is based on the following general principles:

a. No practice involving exposures to radiation

should be adopted unless it produces sufficient

benefit to the exposed individuals or to society

to offset the radiation detriment it causes.

justification

b. In relation to a particular source within a

practice, the magnitude of individual doses, the

number of people exposed, and the likelihood

of incurring exposures where these are not

certain to be received should all be kept as low

as reasonably achievable, economic and

social factors being taken into account. This

procedure should be constrained by

restrictions on the doses to individuals (dose

constraints), or the risk to individuals in the

case of potential exposures (risk constraint).

optimisation

c. The exposure of individuals resulting from

the combination of all the relevant practices

18



should be subject to dose limits, or to some

control of risk in the case of potential

exposures, individual dose and risk limits

These principles imply that when they are implemented for practices, it is

necessary to consider not only normal operation but also the potential for

exposures to accidents. Once the practice is justified and radiological

protection considerations are only one aspect of decision making over the

introduction of a new practice, the doses and risks have to be optimised

within the dose or risk limits specified for individuals. It should be borne in

mind that optimisation is a source related process and limits apply to the

individual to ensure protection from all sources.

3.2.2 Dose limits

Dose limits are necessary as part of the control of occupational exposure,

both to impose a limit on dose constraints and to provide a protection

against errors of judgement in the application of optimisation. The dose

limits for occupational exposure are summarised in Table 3.3. The ICRP

recommends a limit on effective dose of 20 mSv per year, averaged over 5

years (100 mSv in 5 years), with the further provision that the effective dose

should not exceed 50 mSv in any single year. The five year period would

have to be defined by the regulatory agency, e.g., a discrete 5-year calendar

period. The recommended dose limits should apply to all forms of

occupational exposure, unless special provision has been set by the

regulatory agency. The dose limit forms only a part of the system of

protection aimed at achieving levels of dose that are as low as reasonably

19



achievable, economic and social factors being taken into account. It is not to

be seen as a target. It represents the point at which regular, extended,

deliberately occupational exposure can reasonably be regarded as only just

tolerable.

The restrictions on effective dose are sufficient to ensure the avoidance of

deterministic effects (previously referred to as non-stochastic effects) in all

body tissues and organs, except the lens of the eye, which makes a

negligible contribution to the effective dose, and the skin which may well be

subject to localised exposures. Separate dose limits are needed for these

tissues. The annual limits are 150 mSv for the lens and 500 mSv for the

skin, averaged over any 1cm2, regardless of the area exposed.

For internal exposure, the annual limit on intake will be based on a

committed effective dose of 20 mSv.

The occupational exposure for women who are not pregnant is the same as

that for men. However, once pregnancy has been declared, in order to

protect the unborn child a supplementary dose limit should be applied to the

surface of a woman's abdomen of 2 mSv for the remainder of the pregnancy

and by limiting intakes to about 1/20 of the annual limits on intake (ALI).

20



Table 3.3. Recommended Dose Limits

Application

Effective Dose

Annual equivalent dose in
the lens of the eye
the skin
the hands and feet

Dose Limit

Occupational

20 mSv per year
averaged over defined
periods of 5 years

150 mSv
500 mSv
500 mSv

Public

1 mSv in a year

15mSv
50mSv
-

21



SECTION 4

THE REGULATIONS FOR PERSONNEL MONITORING

4.1 The existing relevant regulations

Dose assessment of personnel is required according to Regulation 13 of the

IRR, 1985 to any employee who is designated as a classified person. A

classified person, according to Regulation 9 (1) is a person who is likely to

receive a dose of ionising radiation which exceeds three-tenths of any

relevant dose limit, i 3. three tenths of 50 mSv or 15 mSv.

Regulation 8 requires the designation of controlled and supervised areas.

Controlled areas are those in which doses are likely to exceed 3/10 of any

relevant dose limit, while supervised areas are those in which doses may

exceed 1/10 of any relevant dose limit but would not exceed 3/10 of the limit.

Schedule 6 of the IRR specifies the conditions for area designation [IRR,

1985].

Hence, only classified workers are allowed to enter controlled areas, and for

those who are not classified workers, they may be permitted according to

systems of work or permit to work.

Regulation 13 further stipulates the requirement to use suitable personal

dosemeters which shall be worn for appropriate periods, to make and

maintain dose records relating to certain groups of employees for at least 50

years, and to avail of approved dosimetry service.
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Details of acceptable methods of meeting the above-mentioned

requirements are given in the supporting Approved Code of Practices "The

protection against ionising radiation" [ACP.1985].

Furthermore, requirements under the Radioactive Substances Act 1960

apply to the University of Surrey and refer to the nature and quantity of

radioactive substances that may be introduced into the University and

disposed from it. The Radiochemical Inspectorate of the Department of

Environment, U.K., enforces the ionising radiation laws and issues

authorisation to this effect to the University.

In turn, the University establishes Local Rules for protection against ionising

radiation as required by Regulation 11 of IRR, 1985, which imposes among

other things, the requirement that any person working with ionising radiation

shall read the rules and shall complete a Personal Registration Form. The

Departmental Radiological Protection Supervisor (DRPS) decides the

designation of the individual, signs the form and returns this to the University

Safety Office, after which the University Radiation Protection Adviser (RPA)

countersigns it.

4.2 Proposed revision of workplace classification

The demarcation line between supervised and controlled areas was set on

the basis that if the workers were likely to receive more tha three-tenths of

the dose limit, the area should be classified as controlled area. The 1990

ICRP recommendations, however, expressed that this classification is no
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longer useful and recommended that the management define areas where

controls are essential on the basis of operational experience and

judgement. Hence, the classification of working conditions based upon

expected dose is no longer recommended.

In order to help control the sources of ionising radiation, it is required that the

workplaces containing them be formally designated. Two such designations

are used - controlled and supervised areas but which are now defined as

follows [ICRR 1991]:

controlled area is one in which normal
working conditions, including the possible
occurrence of minor mishaps, require the
worker to follow well established procedures
and practices aimed specifically at controlling
radiation exposures; and

supervised area is one in which working
conditions are kept under review but special
procedures are not normally needed.

In making decisions and judgement as to whether the areas should be

designated as controlled or supervised, the operating management has to

take into account the expected level and the likely variations of the doses

and intakes, and the potential for accidents.

Individual monitoring for external radiation should be used for all who are

occupationally exposed, unless it is clear that their doses will be consistently

low. In addition to its primary function of providing information for the control

of exposures, a programme of individual monitoring may be helpful in

confirming the classification of workplaces and in detecting variations in

working conditions. It gives useful reassurance and may provide data of use
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in reviewing optimisation programs.

Dr. Clarke's view of a controlled area is one in which routine environmental

workplace monitoring is not sufficient to predict with confidence the doses to

individual workers. If environmental monitoring is sufficient, but doses may

exceed the dose limit for members of the public, then it should be a

supervised area. Workers may still be monitored but for reasons other than

radiation protection. If there is a scope for wide variations in dose betweeen

individuals, and environmental assessments do not reflect individual

exposures, then it should be a controlled area and individual monitoring is

required for external and internal doses [Clarke, 1991].

4.3 Rules for exemption from regulatory control

It is necessary for the purpose of exemption to clarify the distinction between

the terms 'practice' and source. A 'practice' may be considered to be " a set

of coordinated and continuing activities involving radiation exposure which

are aimed at a given purpose, or the combination of a number of similar

sets" while the source is the physical entity whose use, manipulation,

operation, decommissioning and/or disposal, constitutes the coordinated set

of activities defined as 'practice' (quoted by Linsley and Gonzales from

IAEA,1988). The source then is simply the radioactive substance, the

equipment emitting ionising radiation or containing radioactive material, or

the installation (or group of installations) producing or using radioactive

material which is the object of the practice.
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From a radiation protection point of view, there are two basic criteria for

determining whether or not a practice can be a candidate for an exemption

from the system of notification, registration, and licensing: (1) the practice or

source must give rise to sufficiently low individual doses as to be of no

concern for the exposed individuals, and small collective doses in both

normal and accident conditions; and (2) no reasonable control or regulatory

procedure can achieve significant reductions in individual and collective

doses [Linsley and Gonzales, 1989]. The methodology to derive an

exemption is based on the assessment of the individual and collective doses

that may arise from the practice which is a candidate for exemption. In the

conference report on "Rules for exemption from regulatory control", G. Webb

reported the international consensus on areas for exemtion. It is

emphasized, however, that before any consideration can be given for

exemption, the ICRP system of dose limitation should be applied and

justification of the practice should be demonstrated. The areas of exemption

as reported by Webb is consistent with the article by Linsley and Gonzales

on "Exemption from Regulatory Control: an international consensus" and

that of the 1990 ICRP recommendations. The areas for exemption are

illustrated in Figure 4.1 [Webb, 1989].

For those sources that can be controlled, if the individual doses are unlikely

to exceed 0.01 mSv per year and the collectiva dose is not more than 1

man-Sv per year of practice, exemption is recommended. If the individual

doses are greater than the level shown in the diagram of 0.01 mSv per year

then partial exemption might still be possible if this was the optimum course

of action. Similarly, if the collective dose was greater than the level shown at
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Figure 4.1. Areas for Exemption
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1 man-Sv, exemption might be granted provided once more that this was the

optimum. If both criteria were exceeded then exemption seemed unlikely

[Webb, 1989].

The succeding sections provide a description of the practices and sources

presently available at the University of Surrey and a detailed presentation of

profiles of the collective and individual equivalent doses for radiation

workers during the past ten years.
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SECTION 5

PRACTICES AND SOURCES OF IONISING RADIATION

IN THE UNIVERSITY OF SURREY

The practices are mostly research work by post-graduate students as part of

their MSc or PhD course, and by members of the staff who have

collaborative projects with the local government, commercial establishments

located locally or abroad. Such practices involve various quantities and

types of sources of ionising radiation. A list of sources of ionising radiation

availablein the University is shown in Table 5.1.

A summary of the current practices grouped according to department /type of

use, the general description of the research work involved, and the type and

strength of the sources of ionising radiation utilised, is shown in Table 5.2.

The information were obtained from the file of Ionising Radiation-Personal

Registration Forms completed by the prospective radiation users as required

by the Local Rules of the University. The radiation users or workers who

completed the said forms were issued with either TL badges, finger straps,

or fast neutron badge or all three types of personnel monitoring device, as

required.

The Tl badges measure photon radiation over the range of energies 0.02 to

2 MeV and for beta radiation, maximum energies of between 0.7 and 3.0

MeV. At very low doses, approaching background levels, the uncertainty in

the whole-body dose measurement is about ± 50 u.Sv, and in the skin dose

measurement about ±150 ^Sv. Hence, the threshold for accurate
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measurements are 100 |iSv and 300 |iSv respectively [NRPB, 1979]. In this

respect, reported dose levels within these threshold levels are such that zero

doses may mean an exposure to very small doses, and correspondingly

small doses may be reported when no exposure has taken place.

The extremity strap has similar uncertainty level as that of the skin [Dutt;

et.al., 1983].

For tritium (H-3) users, intakes are being assessed according to approved

bio-assay procedure. These workers are not issued TL badges. The

bioassay procedure is based according to the Stradling Model [Stradling,

]. Stradling, however emphasized that

'routine bioassay is only appropriate when
individuals are liable to be continuously and
chronically exposed to tritium, ... when the annual
dose commitment is unlikely to exceed 3/10 of the
annual permissible value and the conditions of the
workplace is fairly uniform, then sampling frequency
may be reduced; a routine sampling interval of 1
month would be appropriate. 'Spot checks' is
recommended when the conditions in the workplace
are highly consistent and the risk of contamination is
low.'

pp. 395, 396, 399

It is suggested in the ICRP Publication 35 (ICRP, 1982a) that for external

doses of the order of the annual limit, uncertainties should not exceed a

factor of 1.5 at the 95 % confidence level but that at lower values,

corresponding to annual doses less than 10 mSv, an uncertainty of a factor

of 2 at 95 % confidence level is acceptable. For monitoring intake, because

of uncertainties such as model validity, higher uncertainty is allowed. In
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informing the individuals concerned about intakes or committed dose, the

magnitude of the uncertainties should not be overlooked [ICRP, 1988].
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Table 5.1 Current Sources of Ionising Radiation in the University

Isotope/Acceleraror Total Activity/Strength (1991) DOE Authorised Activity

A. Sealed Source

100 GBq

610 GBq

17 GBq

Am-241
Americium
Am-241 /Be
Americium/Beryllium
Ba-133
Barium
Cd-109
Cadmium
Cs-137
Caesium
Cf-252
Californium
C-14
Carbon
Ce-144
Cerium
CI-36
Chlorine
Co-57
Cobalt
Co-60
Cobalt
Cu-244
Curium
Eu-152
Europium
Gd-153
Gadolinium
1-129
Iodine
Fe-55
Iron
lr-192
Iridium
Kr-85
Krypton
Pb-210
Lead
Mn-54
Manganese
Hg-203
Mercury
Ni-63
Nickel
Pm-147
Promethium
Pu-238/239

52.2 GBq

394.5 GBq

4.5 GBq

6.7 GBq

445.0 MBq

5.0 kBq

900.0 kBq

< 1 Bq

13.8 kBq

400.0 kBq

3.9 TBq

3.0 kBq

550.0 kBq

29.4 GBq

26 kBq

371 MBq

5.2 GBq

31 MBq

31 kBq

120 kBq

20 Bq

2 GBq

90 MBq

104 kBq

II

II

II

II

II

80

17

II

II

II

•I

II

40

17

TBq

GBq

GBq

GBq
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Continuation of Table 5.1...

17GBq

I

22GBq

li

40GBq

17GBq

2 TBq

5.26 TBq

17 GB

II

kBq y

B. Unsealed/Open Sources

Plutonium
Ra-226
Radium
Na-22
Sodium
Sr-90
Strontium
Ti-204
Thallium
Tm-170
Thulium
Th-232
Thorium
H-3
Tritium
H-3 (Exit Signs)
Tritium
U-138
Uranium
Y-88
Yttrium
Zn-65

209 MBq

50 MBq

1.6 GBq

10 Bq

2.9 kBq

37 kBq

25 GBq

5.1 TBq

148 kBq

1.8 MBq

74 kBq

C-14
Carbon
Ca-45
Calcium
Cd-109
Cadmium
Ce-144
Cerium
Co-57
Cobalt
Co-60
Cobalt
Cs-134
Caesium
Cs-137
Caesium
Eu-152
Europium
Fe-55
iron
H3
Tritium
Ni-63
Nickel
P-32
Phosphorous
Ru-106

1792 MBq

6 MBq

4 MBq

5 MBq

3 MBq

41 MBq

10 MBq

264 MBq

27 MBq

23 MBq

6496443 MBq

137 MBq

32 MBq

5 MBq

10 GBq

II

II

II

II

II

II

II

II

II

8.1 TBq

II

II

II
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Continuation of Table5.1...

Ruthenium
S-35 93 MBq II
Sulfur
Sr-90 23 MBq 410 MBq
Strontium
Th 2112.87 gms 23 kg
Thorium
U 13811.02 gms I!
Uranium

C. Accelerators

1 x 350 keV
1 x 500 keV
2 x 2 MeV
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Table 5.2. Summary of Current Practices and Sources of Ionising Radiation

Department Description of work/
research studies

Type and Strength of Source

A. Biological Sciences

1. Biochemistry

2. Microbiology

3. ROBENS Institute

B. Chemistry

C. Engineering

1 . Electrical

2. Materials Science

3. Surrey Medical
Sy stems Imaging
(SMIS)

D. Physics

1. Medical Physics

2. Physics

3. Radiation and Environ-
mental Protection (REP)

4. Safety

radioimmunoassay (RIA)
radioiabelling which involves
dispensing, diluting, freeze
drying, etc. of radionuclides

II

H-3,1-125, C-14, P-32, S-35
in few tens to few hundreds
megabecquerel

II

X-ray diffraction; crystal-
lography, neutron
activation analysis; dispensing
and labelling with H-3 compounds

U

Am-Be source, X-ray source
H-3 in terabecquerel

implantation experiments;
servicing of equipment

H

tomography system; manu-
facture and development
of gamma scanning apparatus

standard medical phyics
experiments

Particle Ion Accelerators
400 keV, 500 keV, 2 MeV

H

lr-192,Cd-153,infew
tens gigabecquerel

various sealed and open
sources in small quantities>

neutron activation analysis, Co-60 in terabecquerel;
positron emission tomography, Am-Be in gigabecquerel;
diagnostic imaging with X-rays, X-ray generators; various
electron spin resonance, open and sealed sources
crystallography, and nuclear in small quantities
structure experiments

standard REP experiments

calibration of monitoring
devices; and monitoring
areas in various conditions

various sealed and open
sources in small quantities

Cs-137,1-131, Sr-190 in
few hundreds mega-
becquerels
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SECTION 6

PROFILES OF COLLECTIVE AND INDIVIDUAL EQUIVALENT

DOSES

6.1 Collection of Data

The University, through its Safety Office, maintains and keeps records of

radiation workers' doses from internal and external exposures to ionising

radiation. It avails of the services of the National Radiological Protection

Board (NRPB) Personal Monitoring and Dose Record Keeping Service. The

NRPB provides for monitoring of external exposures, TL badges which gives

two measurements, whole-body and skin; finger straps for extremities; and

fast neutron dosemeters. These dosemeters are usually worn by the

individuals for a period of three months, after which these are sent back to

the NRPB for assessment.

Individuals who work with relatively large amounts of tritium (H-3) are

monitored using bioassay procedures on a fortnightly basis. The minimum

dose reported for commited equivalent dose is 0.09 mSv, and the instrument

used has an efficiency of 20 %.

The monitoring reports from the NRPB for all University radiation workers

from the 1960's up to the present are kept in the Safety Office. Monitoring

results from 1981 to 1990 were collected. It should be noted that TL badges

were used starting the year 1982. Before then, film badges were used.

The monitoring results for whole -body exposures of radiation workers under
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each department and monitoring period (quarterly) were tabulated

according to equivalent dose readings; e.g. <measurable, 0.1, 0.2, ... mSv.

The number of workers for each quarter was tabulated, as well. The

tabulation was done for each department for ten years. Similar tabulations

were done for the skin and the extremity (finger) monitoring results.

The collective equivalent dose (CED) for each year was obtained by

multiplying the equivalent dose reading by the number of monitoring results

that fall under each reading, ( e.g. 0.1 mSv x 12 = 1.2 mSv; 0.3 mSv x 10 =

3.0 mSv, and so on ) and all the products for a year were added up. Since

the number of radiation workers varied slightly for each quarter, the average

in four quarters represented the number of workers in a year. The individual

equivalent dose was obtained by dividing the collective equivalent dose by

the average number of workers.

In order to aid in the analysis and to provide a clear profile for presentation

purposes, the monitoring results were grouped according to ranges of doses

i.e., < measurable, 0.1-1.0 mSv, 1.1-2.0 mSv, 2.1-3.0 mSv, and > 3.0 mSv.

Monitoring results that scored zero doses were grouped under <

measurable. It should be borne in mind that zero doses do not necessarily

mean no exposure, hence the term < measurable is used. The maximum

equivalent dose or the monitoring result that scored the highest dose was

also indicated for each year. In this manner, the monitoring results that

contributed to the annual collective dose can easily be identified.

In the presentation of the collective dose by department, the doses for

workers included under the chemistry department (refer to Table 5.2)
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represented doses from bioassay results only, and the external doses

incurred by those involved in crystallography and neutron activation analysis

were included under the physics department. This is to show separately the

committed equivalent dose for tritium users.

6.2 Data and results

Table 6.1 shows the annual distribution of whole-body monitoring results in

each of the 5 equivalent dose ranges namely; < Measurable-0.09 mSv, 0.01-

1.0 mSv, 1.1-2.0 mSv, and > 3.0 mSv. The collective equivalent dose, and

the average individual dose equivalent are also presented in each year from

1981 to 1990.

In order to compare the annual distribution of whole-body monitoring results,

collective equivalent dose(CED), and average individual equivalent dose

(IED) according to department/practice, Table 6.1 was broken down into four

departments and the data are shown in Tables 6.2-6.5. Furthermore, a

summary is presented in Table 6.6 which also shows the percent (%)

distribution by each department to the 10-year total collective dose. Tables

6.7 and 6.8 present the data for skin and extremity (fingers) respectively, for

the period 1982-1990.
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Table 6.1

Annual Distribution of Monitoring Results, CED, and Average IED
for Radiation Workers in the University of Surrey, 1981 -1990

No. of Monitoring Results Scoring Total CED Average No. Average
Year Doses in Each ED Range (mSv) of Workers IED

<Meas.- O.I- 1.1- 2.1- >3.0 (man-mSv) (uSv)
0.09 1.0 2.0 3.0

1981

1982

1983

1984

1985

1986

1987

1988

1989

1990

Total

685

675

63Q

794

776

732

791

833

932

966

7823

15

46

76

22

86

90

80

50

99

65

629

0

0

3

1

1

1

2

1

0

6

15

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

2

3

700

721

718

817

863

823

873

876

1032

1039

8470

4.7

98

25.3

8.8

37.7

24.8

26.1

15.6

38.5

44.9

236.2

165

169

159

180

202

220

204

219

230

236

28

58

159

49

190

110

130

71

170

190

ED - Equivalent Dose CED - Collective Equivalent Dose
IED - Individual Collective Equivalent Dose

Monitoring Results Scoring Doses < Measurable - Q2.4 %
Monitoring Results Scoring Doses 0.1-1.0 mSv - 7.4 %
Monitoring Results Scoring Doses > 1.0 mSV - 0.2 %
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Table 6.2

R. Biological Sciences

No. of Monitoring Results Scoring Maximum CED Aver. No. Average
Year Doses in Each ED Range (mSv) Dose of Workers IED

<Meas. O.I- I . I - 2 .1- >3.0 (mSv) (man-msv) (uSv)
1.0 2.0 3.0

1981

1982

1983

1984

1985

1986

1987

1988

1989

1990

229

215

202

304

308

334

268

331

341

332

2

2

2

1

0

0

4

2

0

7

ID- Individual Dose

IED - Individual

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Equivalent

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Dose

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0.3

0.1

0.2

0.1

0.0

0.0

0.1

0.4

0.0

0.8

CED

0.5

0.2

0.2

0.1

0.0

0.0

0.4

0.5

0.0

1.9

-Collective

58

54

51

74

77

84

62

83

87

93

Equivalent

8.6

3.7

2.0

1.3

0.0

0.0

6.5

6.0

0.0

20.0

Dose

Total Number of Monitoring Results from 1981-1990
Monitoring Results Scoring Doses < Measurable
Monitoring Results Scoring Doses 0.1-1.0 mSv
Monitoring Results Scoring Doses > 1.0 mSV

2884
2864(99.3%)

20 (0.7 %)
0 (0.0 58)
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Table 6.3

B. Chemistry (Urine bioassay results)

No. of Monitoring Results Scoring Maximum CED Aver. No. ACED
Year Doses in Each ED Range (mSv) Dose or Workers

0.09 1.0 2.0 3.0 (mSv) (man-mSv) (uSv)

1981

1982

1983

1984

1985

1986

1987

1988

1989

1990

46

52

86

114

77

46

35

88

105

113

7

11

22

9

6

8

9

10

33

37

0

0

1

1

0

0

0

1

0

3

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

1

0.3

0.3

1.4

1.7

0.9

0.5

1.6

2.1

8.7

12.4

1.8

3.1

8.3

7.0

3.6

2.8

43

6.5

18.6

30.0

3

4

6

7

5

3

3

5

7

8

600

775

1,383

1,000

720

933

1,433

1,300

2,657

3,750

ID - Individual Dose CED - Collective Equivalent Dose
ACED - Average Commited Equivalent Dose

Total Number of Monitoring Results from 1981-1990 - 922
Monitoring Results Scoring Doses < Measurable - 762 (82.6%)
Monitoring Results Scoring Doses O.I-1.0 mSv - 152(16.5%)
Monitoring Results Scoring Doses > 1.0 mSV - 8(0.9%)
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Table 6.4

C. Engineering

No. of Monitoring Results Scoring Maximum CEO Average No. Average
Year <Meas. 0.1- i . i - 2.1- >3.0 Dose of Workers I ED

1.0 2 0 3.0 (mSv) (man-rnSv) (uSv)

1981

1982

1983

1984

1985

1966

1987

1988

1989

1990

125

141

138

154

180

97

225

127

216

209

2

1

2

1

12

2

3

1

0

2

ID- Individual Dose
IED- Individual

0

0

1

0

0

1

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Equivalent Dose

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0.4

0.7

2.0

0.1

0.5

1.7

2.0

0.1

0.0

0.4

0.6

0.7

2.5

0.1

3.5

2.5

2.3

O.I

0.0

0.6

32

36

35

40

48

49

57

53

53

50

CED - Collective Equivalent Dose

19

19

71

2.5

73

51

40

1.8

0.0

12

Total Number of Monitoring Results from 1981-1990
Monitoring Results Scoring Doses < Measurable
Monitoring Results Scoring Doses 0.1 -1.0 mSv
Monitoring Results Scoring Doses > 1.0 mSV

1641
1612(98.2%)

26(1.76%)
3 (0.04 %)
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Table 6.5

D. Physics *

No. of Monitoring Results Scoring Maximum CED Average No. Average
Year Doses in Each ED Range (mSv) Dose of Workers I ED

<Meas. O.I- 1.1- 2.1- >3.0 (mSv) (man-mSv) (uSv)
1.0 2.0 3.0

1981

1982

1983

1984

1985

1986

1987

1988

1989

1990

285

267

213

222

211

255 .

263

287

270

312

4

32

50

11

68

80

64

37

66

19

0

0

1

0

1

0

1

0

0

3

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

( ) Unexplained monitoring result

ID - Individual Dose
IED - Individual Equivalent Dose

0.7

0.7

2.0

0.3

2.0

0.9

1.1

0.4

0.7

2.0(981)

CED

1.8

5.8

14.3

1.6

30.6

19.5

19.1

8.5

19.9

12.4(993.4)

72

75

68

62

79

79

82

78

83

85

25

77

200

26

390

250

230

110

240

150(11,680)

- Collective Equivalent Dose

Total Number of Monitoring Results from ! 981 -1990 - 3023

Monitoring Results Scoring Doses < Measurable - 2585 (85.5 "/
Monitoring Results Scoring Doses 0.1-1.0 mSv - 431(143
Monitoring Results Scoring Doses > 1.0 mSV - 7 (0.2 %

* Includes doses from fast neutron sources
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Table 6.6

Summary of Whole-Body Collective Equivalent Doses (CED)
and Percent (%) Contribution by Each Department, 1981-1990

No. of Monitoring Results Scoring Total Maximum CED
Dept. Doses in Each ED Range Dose

<Meas. 0.1- 1.1- 2.1 - >3.0 (mSv) (man-mSv)
1.0 2.0 5.0

Biol. Sciences 2864 20 0 0 0 2884

Chemistry 762* 152 6 0 2 922

Engineering 1612 26 3 0 0 1641

Physics 2585 431 6 0 1 3023

Total 7823 629 15 0 3 8470 236.2

includes monitoring results Scoring < Meas.-0.9 mSv

0.8

12.4

2.0

2.0

3.8

86.0

12.9

133.5

1.6

36.4

5.5

56.5
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Table 6.7

Annual Distribution of Monitoring Results for Skin*
and Collective Dose Equivalent (CED), 1982-1990

No of Monitoring Results Scoring Maximum Average No. CED Average
Year Doses in Each ED Range (mSv) Dose of Workers IED

<Meas. 0.1- 1.1- 2.1- >3.0 (mSv) (man-mSv) (uSv)
1.0 2.0 3.0

1982

1983

1984

1985

1986

1987

1988

1989

1990

606

559

642

681

648

750

713

788

816

29

41

28

67

63

41

1 1

63

35

0

1

0

5

3

2

1

!

4

1

1

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

23

30

2.0

2.0

2.0

2.0

1.6

2.3

1.7
(1229.6)

159

150

169

190

203

192

205

214

219

7.0

12.9

4.0

39.2

26.6

24.1

7.8

25.5

17.3
(1246.3)

44

86

24

210

130

130

38

120

79
(5.700)

Total 6,203 378 17

* Skin doses are measured by TLD badges only.
( ) Unexplained monitoring result
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Table 6.8

Annual Distribution of Monitoring Results for Extremity (Fingers)
and Collective Dose Equivalent (CED), 1982-1990

No. of Monitoring Results Scoring Total Maximum Average No. CED Average
Year Doses In Each ED Range (mSv) Dose of Workers Finger Dose

<Meas.- 0 .1- 1.1- 2 .1 - >3.0 (mSv) (man-mSv) (uSv)
0.09 1.0 2.0 3.0

1982

1983

1984

1985

1986

1987

1988

1989

1990

14

16

2

7

25

27

55

57

131

0

2

0

16

4

6

26

29

18

0

0

0

2

0

1

5

4

6

0

0

0

0

0

1

1

t

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

4

1

0

15

18

2

25

29

35

91

92

156

0.2

0.8

0.0

1.3

0.3

2.'

20.0

3.1

2.1

5

9

1

8

12

9

17

17

26

0.2

1.5

0.0

6.6

1.2

5.8

54.8

19.3

15.9

40

167

0

825

100

644

3,223

1,135

611

Total 334 102 18 463

Users Total No. of Monitoring Results
1982-1990

Bio) Sciences 344
Engineering 32
Physics 87

Total 463

CED
(man-mSv)

84.8
7.7
9.5
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SECTION 7

ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION

7.1 Distribution of whole-body monitoring results by dose
range

As presented in Table 6.1, from a total of 8,470 whole-body monitoring

results over the 10-year period review, 7823 (92.4 %) scored doses <

Measurable -0.09 mSv, 629 (7.4 %) measured doses at 0.01-1.0 mSv, and

only 18 (0.02 %) measured doses > 1.0 mSv. No monitoring result

exceeded the dose investigational level (DIL) of 15 mSv. The maximum

dose , which can be seen in the breakdown by department, is 12.4 mSv

incurred by a worker in the chemistry department in 1990. The percent

distribution of the monitoring results for the 10-year period is illustrated in

Figure 7.1.

By examining thenumber of annual total monitoring results in theTable 6.1, it

reveals small but steady increase over the 10-year period which

corresponds with the increase in the number of radiation workers monitored.

The patterns of the annual collective equivalent dose (CED) and the

average individual equivalent dose (IED) during the period covered by the

10-year review, are illustrated in Figures 7.2 and 7.3, respectively. The

general patterns both for CED and IED appear to be slightly increasing over

the years. The highest annual CED of 44.9 man-mSv occurred in 1990 and

correspondingly, the highest average IED of 190 uSv.
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0.1-1.0 mSv
7.4 %

> 1.0 mSv
0.2%

Figure 7.1 Percent Distribution of Monitoring Results Scoring
< Measurable-0.09 mSv, 0.1-1.0 mSv and >1.0 mSv, 1981-1990
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Figure 7.2 Annual Collective Equivalent Dose
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Referring to Figure 4.1 on Areas for Exemption, the University could be a

candidate for partial exemption from regulatory control. The succeeding

section will identify which practices in the University are subject to straight-

forward exemption.

7.2 Distribution by dose range for each department

The distribution of whole-body monitoring results in each of the 5 equivalent

dose range for the four departments namely; biological sciences, chemistry,

engineering, and physics, as presented in Tables 6.2-6.5 respectively, reveal

the very high percentage of monitoring results scoring doses < Measurable.

These results reflect the fact that most radiation workers in the University

received doses even lower than the overall annual dose to the UK

population of 2.5 mSv [Hughes, 1989]. This is consistent for each

department for 10 years.

Among the four departments, physics got the highest number of monitoring

rasults with a total of 2,884. However, 2585 (85.5 %) scored < Measurable

and 438 (14.5%) scored doses greater than 0.01 mSv. The maximum dose

recorded throughout the 10-year period is 2.0 mSv, which occurred in

1983,1985 and 1990. This is disregarding the maximum dose in

parenthesis which was recorded in 1990. The reason for disregarding this

result is that the report of the investigation and simulation of the incident that

could have led to the exposure, and blood sample analysis, proved that the

dose was not received by the individual [Harris, et. al., 1991]. Nevertheless,

the unscrupulous dose was included in the presentation to emphasize that
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monitoring badges could register such an erroneously high result as a

consequence of improper handling and use. The highest CED of 30.6 man-

mSv occurred in 1985 which also gave the highest average IED of 390

Likewise, the biological sciences and engineering department showed very

high percentage of monitoring results scoring < Measurable; 99.3 % and

98.2 % for biological sciences and engineering, respectively, as presented

in Tables 6.2 and 6.4. The maximum dose under the biological sciences

during the 10-year period is only 0.8 mSv; highest CED is 1.9 man-mSv; and

highest average IED is 20 u.Sv. There were three years when all monitoring

results scores all < Measurable readings which resulted to virtually zero

CED From the results of CED and average IED, biological sciences is a

candidate for straight-forward exemption from regulatory control, if not, less

stringent control.

In the case of the engineering department, the highest maximum dose is 2.0

mSv; highest CED is 3.5 man-mSv, and highest average IED is 73 u.Sv.

Some practices in this department may be candidate for straightforward

exemption and the department as a whole is a candidate for partial

exemption from regulatory control if not, less stringent control.

For the chemistry department, 82.6 % of the urine bioassay results scored

doses of < Measurable-0.09 mSv and about 17 % recorded doses greater

than 0.09 mSv.

It is important to note that the chemistry department showed the highest
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results in terms of annual average committed equivalent dose. This is due to

the tact that only few workers are involved in the chemistry department, the

lowest in fact among the four departments, but consistently, workers who

were routinely monitored received positive doses. During the two

succeeding years, 1989 and 1990, an incident involving the same individual

resulted to doses approaching the DIL. These two doses departed far from

the earlier annual maximum doses. It is recommended that operational

procedure relating to the use and handling of large quantities of tritium be

reviewed.

A comparison of the annual CED by department for the 10-year period is

illustrated in Figure 7.4. The annual CED for biological sciences and

engineering departments are consistently very low; the annual CED for

physics tends to decrease, while that for chemistry tends to increase.

Figures 7.5 and 7.6 are illustrations which show the percent (%) contribution

by department to the total CED for 1990 and to the total 10-year CED,

respectively.
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Figure 7.4 Comparison of Whole-Body Collective Equivalent Dose
by Department, 1981-1990
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Engineering
4.2 %

Biol. Sciences
1.4%

Figure 7.5 Percent Contribution by Department
to Collective Equivalent Dose (CED), 1990
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Engineering
5.5 %

Figure 7.6 Percent (%) Contribution by Department
to Total Collective Equivalent Dose (CED), 1981-1990
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7.3 Skin and extremity (finger) doses

The distribution of skin doses from TL badges in each of the 5 equivalent

dose ranges, from 1982-1990 as presented in Table 6.7, reveals the same

trend as the whole-body doses as shown in Table 6.1. While the highest

whole body dose is 2.0 mSv, that of the skin dose is 3.0 mSv, that is

disregarding again the unexplained dose in 1990. Out of the total 6,599

monitoring results (corresponding to the total number of TL badges used for

8 years) for skin doses, 6,203 (94 %) were < Measurable, 378 (5.7 %)

scored doses within 0.1-1.0 mSv range, and 18 (0.3 %) scored > 1.0 mSv.

The highest average skin dose is 210 |iSv which is negligible as compared

to the annual dose limit of 150 mSv.

A total of 463 extremity (finger) monitoring results were used during 1982-

1990. This represents the number of finger straps utilised during the period

and were shared among the biological sciences, engineering and physics

department, as presented in Table 6.8. Out of the total number of extremity

monitoring results, 334 (72.2 %) recorded no dose at all or < Measurable,

102 (22 %) scored within the 0.1-1.0 mSv range, and 27 (5.8 %) scored >

1.0 mSv. The maximum finger dose recorded is 20.0 mSv, highest annual

CED is 54.8 man-mSv, and highest average IED is 3,223 u.Sv. All of these

occurred in the year 1988. Comparing the average IED to the annual dose

limits for extremity of 150 mSv, shows that this is well below the limit.
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7.4 Implications and suggested options

The individual and whole-body doses are extremely low such that the total

CED for 10 years is even less than 1 man-Sv. Assuming that all the

monitoring results scoring <measurable actually measured 0.09 mSv, this

will contribute additional CED of about 500 mSv, which is twice the

recorded total CED of 236.2 mSv for 10 years.

Considering the doses alone, it could be gleaned that the optimum

protection has been attained in the University that it is pointless to lower

further the doses. This very low doses also demonstrates the full

compliance with the system of dose limitation and authorised limits.

The risks from these very low doses can be compared to the risks of

radiation-induced cancer calculated for the U.K. population at low doses and

low dose rates [Stather and Muirhead.1989]. The associated risks could be

well within the current popular U.K. views of accepted risks or that presented

by the Royal Society group and Health and Safety Executive (HSE) [Clarke,

1989].

If unnecessary exposures should be avoided, then unnecessary

expenditures should be avoided too, to institute the true concept of ALARA.

From the results of the study, it becomes evident that considerable number of

personal badges are not necessary. It can be argued that the continuation of

full-scale routine monitoring of all radiation workers in the University is

unjustifiable because it would not help in the significant reduction of the

annual CED. Using the CED data, and the experience of theUniversity
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Safety Office, the re-assessment of radiation safety policies and programs

could be made. The 10- year data for example, can be utilised to identify

practices/departments which do not require routine personal monitoring and

it could also be a useful aid to the management in designating controlled

and supervised areas.

Some routine individual monitoring can be replaced by operational

individual monitoring when new operation/pracice is conducted.

Representaive monitoring of the environment is another alternative. This will

considerably reduce the number of badges ordered per quarter and

consequently will result to savings which can be channelled to other areas

where more protection is needed e.g. additional shielding in storage areas

frequented by personnel. The statement of Dr. Clarke that 'the use of

personal monitoring when it has been established that routine monitoring of

the workplace is sufficient, is for reasons other than radiation protection'has

a real basis. Reviews conducted by the NRPB consistently give indications

of over designation of workers and consequently "over-utilisation" of

personal badges. Although the cost per badge may be relatively cheap,

taking the whole population who are 'unnecessarily' routinely monitored ,

the total cost becomes considerable.

Let us take for example the number of badges issued to radiation workers in

the University per quarter for the year 1990 as 260, excluding the extremity

badges. Reducing this to one-half appears to be justifiable because more

than 90% of the results reported are <measurable. The reduction entails a

savings of about £940 per quarter, applying the new price of £8 per badge

per quarter. In one year, the savings will amount to £3,760. Now, if we take
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the University of Surrey as the representative of all the establishments of

higher education in the U.K., and using the data for the total number of

radiation workers routinely monitored as 16,276 (a value representing 30

% increase of 12,520, data of radiation workers of Thomas,1979)

[Harris,1981], and similarly reducing this to one-half, will entail a savings of

about £65,000 per quarter for the whole U.K. establishments for higher

education. This amount is quite considerable and could be weighted

against the other "reasons" for issuing the badges i.e, training and

reassurance to workers.

An attempt to come up with options are presented below based on the

outcome of the study:

1. Now that the ICRP places on the operating management the

responsibility of classifying work areas, hence the designation of radiation

workers, based on experience, the Safety Office may use as well the 10-year

trend to identify the practices/sources that consistently give very low

exposures and would not require the use of personnel monitoring. The

savings that could be generated can be utilised for other protection

purposes where these are needed most. Since only workers liable to

exposure of more than 15 mSv per year may be routinely monitored, from

strict radiation protection point of view, the investigational level for body and

skin exposures of 0.1 mSv and 0.3 mSv, respectively [Harris,1988] seem

very restrictive and may necessitate a revision. However, the investigation

and reporting when incidents occur involving open sources should be

continued.
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2. All MSc and PhD students, at the onset of their work with radiation

may be issued personal badges as part of education and training. A one-

day workshop is recommended to be conducted by the Safety Office for all

prospective users of ionising radiation, as an appreciation course,

emphasizing among other things, the technical characteristics of the

personal and area monitoring devices, and practical radiation protection

procedures that relate directly to the particular practice/source of ionising

radiation.

Selectively, after a quarter, the issuance of badges may be terminated, but

all individuals should be informed of their absorbed doses even when these

are reporting <measurable as part of the appreciation course. The cost of the

workshop could be subsequently recovered with the reduction of badges in

the succeeding quarters.
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SECTION 8

CONCLUSION

The 10-year study of the patterns of CED and IED of radiation workers is

viewed as an important tool in the re-assessment of radiation protection

policies and programs of the University of Surrey and all other

establishments for higher education in the U.K. The data may also be used

as a bases for possible exemption from regulatory control, if not less

stringent regulations.

The annual CED, which is consistently well below 1 man-Sv, provides a

solid evidence of the University's continuing effort to achieve a high degree

of protection for its workers. This is also to say that the University, through its

Safety Office, should continue to possess the enthusiasm in the enforcement

of its Local Rules.

Many reviews of the patterns and trends of CED and IED, as presented in

Section 1, are continuing for the main reasons that the CED and the IED are

the quantities which represent the objective health detriments and risks of

ionising radiation. They are particularly important in the procedure of

optimisation of protection.

While this review focuses on the practices and sources of ionising radiation

in the University of Surrey, the experience derived from it is valuable. The

same review could be applied to other similar situations and could even be

extended in scope.
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